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ABSTRACT The picosecond time-domain incoherent singlet excitation transfer and trapping kinetics in core antenna of photosynthetic
bacteria are studied in case of low excitation intensities by numerical integration of the appropriate master equation in a wide temperature
range of 4-300 K. The essential features of our two-dimensional-lattice model are as follows: Fbrster excitation transfer theory, spectral
heterogeneity of both the light-harvesting antenna and the reaction center, treatment of temperature effects through temperature
dependence of spectral bands, inclusion of inner structure of the trap, and transition dipole moment orientation. The fluorescence
kinetics is analyzed in terms of distributions of various kinetic components, and the influence of different inhomogeneities (orientational,
spectral) is studied.
A reasonably good agreement between theoretical and experimental fluorescence decay kinetics for purple photosynthetic bacterium
Rhodospirillum rubrum is achieved at high temperatures by assuming relatively large antenna spectral inhomogeneity: 20 nm at the
whole bandwidth of 40 nm. The mean residence time in the antenna lattice site (it is assumed to be the aggregate of four bacteriochloro-
phyll a molecules bound to proteins) is estimated to be 12 ps. At 4 K only qualitative agreement between model and experiment is
gained. The failure of quantitative fitting is perhaps due to the lack of knowledge about the real structure of antenna or local heating and
cooling effects not taken into account.
1. INTRODUCTION
Pigments and protein polypeptides in photosynthetic
membranes are noncovalently bound and form func-
tionally defined large macromolecules, pigment-protein
complexes (1). Two main types of pigment-protein
complexes are of interest here: the so-called light-har-
vesting antenna pigment-protein complexes (LHC) and
the reaction center (RC) pigment-protein complexes.
LHCs function to absorb light energy and to transfer it in
the form of incoherent singlet electronic excitations of
pigments (2, 3) with minimal losses (that means very
fast) to RCs, where within several picoseconds the separa-
tion ofcharges takes place. Thus, potential energy is con-
served to drive various biochemical reactions in photo-
synthetic organisms (4).
First, pigment content, and thereafter the pigment-
pigment and pigment-protein interactions, determines
the spectral properties of LHCs and of RCs. For exam-
ple, one ofthe simplest photosynthetic organisms, a bac-
teriochlorophyll (BChl) a containing purple bacterium
Rhodospirillum (R.) rubrum, is characterized with a sin-
gle broad absorption band in the near infrared (termed
B880 after his long-wavelength Q, absorption peak).
Thus, it is believed to have only a single membrane-em-
bedded spectral form of LHC. Other bacteria, like Rho-
dobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides, have more heterogeneous
absorption spectra with peaks at 800, 850, and 875 nm.
Biochemically, two different LHCs-B800-850 and
B875-have been separated. Higher plants have still
more complicated antenna buildup. Green bacteria, as
well as red and blue-green algae, contain an extramem-
braneous accessory LHC (chlorosomes and phycobili-
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somes, respectively) that consists of several spectrally
different chromoproteins (for recent review see refer-
ence 1).
Excitation migration and trapping processes in spec-
trally homogeneous antennae, i.e., containing merely
spectrally equivalent sites, are qualitatively quite well
understood. Theory predicts monoexponential decay of
fluorescence (which is one ofthe inevitable loss channels
in photosynthesis, though relatively small) (5, 6). As-
suming spatial heterogeneity in the antenna structure (7,
8) or taking into account the charge recombination reac-
tion in RC (9), which results in the reexcitation of the
antenna, gives biexponentiality. In any case, antenna flu-
orescence decay kinetics are independent of the record-
ing wavelength. R. rubrum at room temperature behaves
very much like predicted above (10).
On the other hand, it is widely accepted that spectrally
different groups of LHCs are spatially organized with
respect to RC in the order of descending absorption
wavelength to develop an energy sink for a more efficient
drive of light excitations toward RC (1 1-14). A large
number of kinetic experiments (see, for example, refer-
ences 15-17, and references therein) provide support for
this view of spectrally and spatially directed energy
transfer in heterogeneous light-harvesting antenna.
Recent time-resolved fluorescence data (18, 19), re-
vealing spectral dependence of the picosecond fluores-
cence lifetime in R. rubrum at lower temperatures, con-
tradict strongly the predicted homogeneous antenna
composition, even in the simplest photosynthetic mem-
branes. In reference 20, the enhancement offluorescence
anisotropy with the increase ofthe excitation wavelength
was disclosed, which also points to the inhomogeneous
nature of an R. rubrum antenna.
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The probable physical reason for such internal inho-
mogeneity may be the slight difference of pigment-pro-
tein and pigment-pigment interactions in pigment-pro-
tein complexes, as well as local dielectric effects of the
solvent (lipid surrounding). There is already sufficient
experimental evidence that certain kind of static inho-
mogeneous broadening of optical spectra is a universal
property of not only low-temperature solid solutions of
relatively simple molecules (21 ), but ofcomplex biologi-
cal systems as well. The spectral hole-burning experi-
ments with carbonmonoxymyoglobin (22); bacteriorho-
dopsin (23); phycobiliproteins (24); Bchl a protein
from green bacteria (25); B800-850 LHCs of Rb.
sphaeroides (26); and of higher plants photosystem I
(27); photosynthetic RCs (28, 29), and postetiolated
maize leaves (30) leave no space for different interpreta-
tions. It is also supported by the dependence on the de-
tection wavelength of the rate of the primary electron
transfer in RC ( 31 ). Therefore, the widespread applica-
tion of spectrally homogeneous models of excitation
transfer and trapping (5-8) to real photosynthetic mem-
branes is hardly justified.
The general theories of nonequilibrium excitation
transport in energetically disordered systems (32-36)
are not applicable straightforwardly because ofsome spe-
cial properties ofphotosynthetic systems. They also need
a mathematical formalism, which makes them hard to
be intuitively understood.
In references 13 and 14, simple multicolored models
have been worked out. They are valuable to understand
the limiting factors ofphotosynthesis, but due to the lack
of internal inhomogeneity of the spectral bands and the
arbitrary timescale used, the practical value of these
works for the interpretation of real time-resolved experi-
ments ( 16-19) is quite limited.
In recent articles (37-39)
,
the models have been devel-
oped that take into account the fundamental spectral
inhomogeneity of photosynthetic systems. A reasonably
good agreement between theoretical and experimental
kinetics has been demonstrated both at 77 K and at am-
bient temperatures (39).
In the present paper, we extend and improve the
model (39) to describe fluorescence polarization phe-
nomena (20) and to take into account the inner struc-
ture ofRCs, which gives a weak recombination lumines-
cence in the picosecond emission spectrum (10). These
improvements have been published partly already (40).
We have also developed an analogous approach for the
ultra-low temperature limit. Taking into account more
correct spectral parameters for RCs and a photosyn-
thetic unit (PSU) constitution, more consistent with the
known structural data, has considerably improved the
agreement between the model and the experiment. The
PSU structures different from those in reference 39 may
even change the qualitative meaning of the antenna
spectral inhomogeneity.
The paper is organized as follows. In part II, the basic
model and standard approximations used are described
and motivated. Then the basic model is extended to
make it practically applicable for the interpretation of
photosynthetic energy transfer data. In part III, the
"operation" of the model and different model predic-
tions are investigated viacomputer simulations. Compar-
ison with the experimental data is made in part IV. The
main results are discussed in part V, leaving conclusions
in part VI. Details of the mathematical formalism are
given in four appendices.
II. MODEL
Main features
In most of the photosynthetic organisms, the photo-
synthetic apparatus is embedded into a thin (3-4 nm)
cytoplasmic membrane bilayer ( 1). Energy transport in
such a system takes place mainly in two dimensions, as
the network of relatively well-ordered ( 1 ) LHCs or their
complex aggregates (41 ) extend, for example, in the case
of purple bacteria, over the whole chromatophore mem-
brane [a ball of 55 nm diam (42)]. To be specific, we
consider a two-dimensional regular arrangement model
to be ofrepeating basic PSUs containing a single RC and
a countable number ofLHCs in the lattice sites. We sug-
gest that the pigment molecules in LHC are strongly ex-
citon-coupled, and therefore the concrete inner structure
of LHC does not have any significant influence on the
relatively slow incoherent Forster-type energy transfer
between different LHCs and from LHCs to RC (2, 3).
In our model, the RC functions as a shallow trap for
singlet excitations ofantenna pigment aggregates. Part of
the excitations reaching RC move back to the antenna
untrapped and part of them photooxidize RC and will
this way be used or trapped. The electron is carried from
the excited special pair ofpigment molecules, P*, ofRC,
which serve as the main acceptor for antenna excita-
tions, to the sequence of different electron acceptors. In
purple bacteria, for example, these are the so-called in-
termediate electron acceptor bacteriopheophytin (I) and
two stable quinone electron acceptors (Q). The radical
pair state P I - either gives the electron to the first stable
quinone acceptor to form the state P+IQ- with lower
free energy, recombines to form the ground state P, or
returns to form the excited state P*. Back transfer from
Q takes place but is too slow and out oftime range ofour
interest.
The master equation, which describes the excitation
migration and trapping in PSU with RC in the first lat-
tice site, has the following form:
N
Pi = (PjWj- PiWij) - Pil/T - li(PI/TRC - POf/rRC)
i-1
Po PI/TRC - PO(fITRC + l/TQ)
i= 1...N (1)
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Here pi is the probability that excitation is at pigment-
protein complex i, po denotes the radical pair P I - state,
N - 1 is the number of LHCs in PSU, r1 is the time of
excitation decay due to all the losses in the antenna ex-
cept quenching by RC, bi3 is the Kronecker delta, TRc is
the charge separation P * P+I- time in RC, rQ is the
time required for process P+I- P+IQ- and f =
exp(- LERcIkT), where LERC is the free energy differ-
ence between the states P*I and P I -, k is the Boltz-
mann constant, and Tis the absolute temperature. Wij is
the rate of excitation transfer from the site i to the site j.
According to the standard Forster theory (43)
3 R6__Wii xiJX 6 (2)
2 Tor,
where rij is the distance between the energy donor and
acceptor (in our case, lattice sites), ro is the natural fluo-
rescence lifetime ofa donor, Ro is the Forster radius, i.e.,
the distance at which the energy transfer rate equals the
radiative excitation decay rate, and
xij = cos aij- 3 cos dij cos yij . (3)
aij is the angle between the transition dipole moments of
the donor i, and the acceptor j, 3ij, and yij are the angles
between each dipole and the vector connecting them.
The higher-order terms in Eq. 1 that describe excita-
tion annihilation processes have been omitted. It is justi-
fied when photosynthetic processes under natural low
excitation intensities are studied.
Cyclic boundary conditions allow one to consider the
possible excitation exchange between different PSUs
[the lake model (5)].
This is essentially the basic model, which is quite well
understood (5-9).
Spectral inhomogeneity
Let us develop this model, taking into account that the
sites are not equivalent and that Ro needs to be modified.
In references 38-40, a temperature-dependent micro-
scopic Forster radius for the excitation transfer from the
site i to the site j is introduced to describe the energy
migration in the presence of spectral inhomogeneity:
Ri6(,vjj, T) = R 6( 0 To)Oij(,vij, T), (4)
where RO(O, To) (=Ro in Eq. 2) is the Forster radius
defined for a donor and an acceptor with homoge-
neously broadened spectra at the temperature To if vij =
Pi - vj = 0. vi and vj denote the transition energies at the
sites i and j.
oij ( vij, T) = Fi (3 Aj ( vij, T)/Fi Aj (0, To). (5)
(o means convolution:
Fi (3Aj(vij, T) := J Fj(v, T)A.(v- P.-, T) dp. (6)
-oo~~i I
Fi( v, T) and A j( v, T) are normalized by the area temper-
ature-dependent homogeneous fluorescence and the ab-
sorption spectra of sites i and j, respectively.'
In Eqs. 2 and 4, the Fbrster radius is defined for the
homogeneously broadened spectra. However, because of
the inevitable inhomogeneous broadening, the experi-
mentally determined RO may essentially deviate from the
ideal Ro(0, TO), especially in case in vivo situation is
analyzed by using in vitro data. How large may the effect
be can be demonstrated by simulating the results of the
corresponding experiments.
There are two widespread experimental methods for
determining RO: measuring the stationary absorption
and fluorescence spectra of pigments and then calculat-
ing their spectral overlap or measuring the fluorescence
depolarization rate as a function of pigment concentra-
tion. As shown in Appendix A, both of them give the
same dependence of experimentally observable ROE as a
function of the spectral shift between the peaks of the
related homogeneous absorption and fluorescence spec-
tra, the homogeneous Stokes shift (HSS) S (44), and of
the homogeneous ah and inhomogeneous Uidf spectral
bandwidths:
R6E = R'(O, TO) Ah(TO) + a2df
X expp S(idf ] (7)
Fig. 1 illustrates this dependence, giving the surface of
ROE/RO(O, TO), when S and 0idf change in reasonable
limits from 0 to 3 and 0 to 8, respectively, relative to the
homogeneous bandwidth ah.
Clearly, experimental values of Forster radius may
considerably deviate from the actual ones. This is the
reason why the estimated lattice constant a = 32 A in
reference 39 should not be taken too seriously. Actually,
the parameter of importance for fitting experimental
curves is the nearest neighbor hopping time, which is
determined by the ratio (Ro/a)-6 and not by Ro and a
separately. It means that corrections of Ro lead to the
change ofthe estimated lattice constant a, but all qualita-
tive results remain valid. The same comments hold also
for another model parameter TO, which is ill determined
' We note here that all formulas in this work are general and do not
depend on the nature of the specific site i that could be either the
antenna oligomer or RC special pair. As always in concrete calcula-
tions, spectral parameters belonging to appropriate sites have been
used.
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High-temperature limit
In case of multiphonon transitions (at temperature
above or around the Debye temperature, for organics,
including proteins, 100 K), the homogeneous spectra
are well approximated by Gaussians (45), and we get
oij(r, T)
4(T) xp 2 ( 4(T)2 oTo)2
where oh(T)2 = a(T)2 + cOj(T)2 S = (Si + S )/2.
The temperature-dependent full width of the homoge-
neous spectra of the site i at half maximum intensity
(FWHM) is derived as Ai (T) = 72ln 2a4(T). The
HSS ofthe site i, Si, can be calculated according to refer-
ence 39 by formula
Ai(8T1)2--i(T2)2
i(8 In 2)( T, -T2)k' (12)
FIGURE 1 Three-dimensional picture that gives the dependence ofthe
sixth power of ratio of experimentally observable F6rster radius and
resonant F6rster radius (see text) on the homogeneous Stokes shift
(HSS) and the Gaussian sigma of the IDF aidf.
because we actually do not know the nature (monomeric
chromophore, dimer, or a bigger molecular aggregate) of
in vivo antenna site.
After realizing that, we define here the resonant pair-
wise hopping time between two nearest neighbors at the
temperature To (if 2 =2/3 )
To6Thp(°, To) (8)
where a is the mean lattice constant in PSU.
Introducing Eq. 8 into Eq. 4 and Eq. 4 into Eq. 2,
where Ro is changed to Rij(vij, T), we have for the modi-
fied rate constants
2Oi(vij, T)a6
= 2 Thp(O, T0)r6 (9)
where the distance between the lattice sites i and j can be
written through a and the mean lattice fluctuation b (b <<
a):
rij = lija + zb. (10)
Here lij is determined by lattice symmetry properties and
i, j; z is a random number between -1 and 1.
If i orj is (it means transfer antenna * RC), then in
Eq. 9 Thp must be replaced by -r c. Analogously, in case
of multiple antenna spectral forms, like in Rb. sphaer-
oides, it is reasonable to expect individual Thp inside each
spectral band and also for transfer between different
spectral bands due to changed physical properties of
sites.
where Ai( T) is temperature-dependent experimentally
observable FWHM of an inhomogeneous absorption
band, which is a convolution of the homogeneous ab-
sorption spectrum of the site i, Ai( v, T), with the distri-
bution function of electronic transition energies of the
sites [the inhomogeneous distribution function (IDF)].
Further on we will assume that Ai( T) and Ai'( T), which
belong to a single antenna system (e.g., B880 in R. ru-
brum), are all equal but different from those ofRC site.
In the case of a heterogeneous antenna (e.g., B800-850
and B875 ofRb. sphaeroides), they may differ for sepa-
rated antenna pools as well.
Note that Si could not be measured directly from the
spectra as the difference between the fluorescence and
the absorption maximum because, due to the energy
transfer, the maximum of fluorescence spectrum is
shifted to the red (39), and this may lead to remarkable
mistakes. It could rather be calculated according to
Eq. 12.
In case both homogeneous subbands and IDF have a
Gaussian shape, the inhomogeneously broadened ab-
sorption band is also a Gaussian with FWHM Ai( T)2 =
A2 + Ai'( T)2, where AO is the FWHM ofIDF. This rela-
tion, together with the temperature dependence of ai
(45)
h( T)2 = U¢(o)2 + kTSi, (13)
where ai (0) is a temperature-independent constant if
T> 0, [a (0) 0 ], sets limits for the reliable values of
AO and A .
Now we are able to calculate the transfer probabilities
Wij according to Eq. 9 in high-temperature limit, giving
all the sites their energies vi within the IDF and transition
dipole orientations. It is possible to show that the de-
tailed balance condition is satisfied between forward and
backward transitions,
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W.j= W. exp(- Pji/kT),
for both transfers, antenna antenna and an-
tenna 4-+ RC.
Low-temperature limit
At zero temperature, the homogeneous absorption and
fluorescence spectra consist of a narrow zero-phonon
line and a much broader phonon wing (44). Aj(v) and
F1(v) may be given as in reference 46 by:
Aif() = piLi(v- vi) + (1 - pi)Qj(v - vi)
Fi(v) = piLi(v - vi) + (11-oi)Qi(vi-v),
(15)
(16)
where fp = exp(-Sj/2hWj), [wi, a certain average fre-
quency ofphonons that interact effectively with the elec-
tronic transition at the site i, Si/2hi, is called the di-
mensionless Stokes losses or the Huang-Rhys factor
(44)], L denotes a zero-phonon line of a Lorentzian
shape with FWHM ri and a peak at vi:
Fi/(27r)
L1(v - V1) (i' vi)2 + (ri/2)2 (17)
and Q is a phonon wing
( 18)
(1 i<0) exp.-vli) v 2 0Qi(p) = l
O p <0.
,gi determines the shape of the phonon wing: its maxi-
mum is situated at v = /ip, the center of weight (the first
moment), at v = 2i.t and FWHM 2.5ui.
By using these shape functions, 0ij(vij, 0) may be cal-
culated according to Eq. 5. Convolution 6 can now be
written in a more detailed manner:
Fi 0) Aj( vij) = (pipjLi 0 Lj(vij) + (1 -wp)( 1 - oj)Qi (0 Qj(vij)
+ (pi 1 - pj)Li 0) Qj(vij) + (1 -(pi)pjQ Lj(vij). ( 19)
The first and the second convolution can be calculated
analytically (see Appendix B) but the other two have no
simple analytical form and should be integrated numeri-
cally.
To illustrate what is said above, in Fig. 2 the IDF of
RC and the antenna together with the homogeneous fluo-
rescence and the absorption spectrum of one antenna
site at the blue edge of antenna IDF and RC special pair
at the red edge ofRC IDF at 4, 77, and 300 K are given.
To get experimentally observable absorption and fluores-
cence spectra, the convolution of IDF with appropriate
homogeneous spectra should be made. In case of an-
tenna fluorescence, the real spectrum may be more red-
shifted because of directed energy transfer from higher
energy sites to the sites with lower energy (see refer-
ence 39).
860 900 940
Wavelength (rim)
FIGURE 2 The spectra used in model calculations. (A)A low-tempera-
ture case: inhomogeneous distribution function (IDF) for the antenna
LHC and RC; homogeneous fluorescence spectrum of an antenna
LHC that absorbs at the blue edge of antenna IDF; homogeneous ab-
sorption spectrum of RC situated at the red edge of RC IDF; inhomo-
geneously broadened RC absorption spectrum that is calculated as con-
volution of the RC homogeneous absorption spectrum and RC IDF.
(B) Homogeneous spectra at high temperatures: absorption spectra of
antenna LHC and RC at 77 K and fluorescence spectra ofLHC and RC
at 300 K. Absorption and fluorescence spectra are mirror-symmetric to
0-0 transition, which coincides with sharp zero-phonon-lines at A, and
are indicated by arrows at B. It enables one to get spectra that are not
shown. FWHM used at 4 K: antenna IDF, 20 nm = 225 cm-'; RC IDF,
100 cm-'; antenna and RC zero-phonon-line, 5 cm-'; phonon wing
for antenna, 100 cm-1; for RC, 400 cm-'. At 77 K: the homogeneous
antenna spectrum, 23 nm = 260 cm-'; the homogeneous RC spec-
trum, 38 nm = 430 cm-'. At 300 K: the homogeneous antenna spec-
trum, 35 nm = 400 cm-'; the homogeneous RC spectrum, 70
nm = 800 cm-'.
Green function approach to the
master equation
It is possible to transform master Eq. 1 into a more com-
pact form:
P(t) = RP(t). (20)
P( t) is the vector of site occupation probabilities and DR is
the (N + 1) X (N + 1) rate matrix. By using the Green
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function formalism as in reference 37, the solution ofthe
set of coupled first-order differential equations can be
written as
P(t) = G(t) P(0), (21)
where P(0) is the vector of initial distribution of excita-
tions created by optical absorption and the Green func-
tion G(t) is given by
(22)
where M is the matrix ofeigenvectors and X = M R M -1 is
the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. The matrix elements
Gij(t) are interpreted as the conditional probability that
an excitation starting at site j at t = 0 will be found on the
site i at the time t. Thus, G( t) evolves the initial distribu-
tion of excitations into the distribution at the time t.
If the Green function, homogeneous absorption, and
fluorescence spectra of the sites are known, then it is
possible to calculate the dependence of isotropic fluores-
cence kinetics I(t) as a function of the exciting and re-
cording frequencies:
I(ve V,rec, t) = F(vrej)G(t)A(Vexc), (23)
where F(vrec) is the vector of site fluorescence intensities
at the recording frequency vrec and A( vexc) is the vector of
site absorption coefficients at the exciting frequency Vexc.
Eq. 23 represents the sum of exponentials
N
I(VexcoVrec,t) = z Ck(Vexc, vr) exp(Xkt), (24)
i=o
where Ck( vexc, Vrec) are given by
Ck(vexc, Vrec) Fi(Vrec)Mik] MkjlAj(Vexc) (25)
Time integration of Eq. 23 gives the steady-state fluo-
rescence spectrum:
I(vexc,Vrec)(j=F( )GA(Vexc), (26)
where G = M-I'1M. T is the diagonal matrix of negative
reciprocals of the eigenvalues of the rate matrix R. In
other words, T is a diagonal matrix of decay constants.
Polarization
Besides the isotropic fluorescence in Eq. 24, it is also
possible to derive analogous equations for fluorescence
profiles III ( vexc, Vrec, t) and IL( Vexc, vrec, t) polarized paral-
lel and perpendicular to the excitation polarization e.
Preexponential coefficients are then given by (see Ap-
pendix C):
Cl(vexc,vrec) = z [Fi(vU)Mik z Mkj'DiiAi(VCxc)] (27)
where D1j = 1 ±2 cos2 aij, and
Ck(vxc, vrec) = 2.5Ck(exc, Vr.) 0.5C?(Vexc, Vre). (28)
If the distribution of the orientations of transition di-
pole moments is known, it is possible to integrate Di1
over that distribution. In the case ofrandom orientation
in space or plane, we have, respectively,
3 i=i
Dij = 2 i #j.
For stationary emission polarized parallel and perpen-
dicular to e, we get
(30)Iil( vexc, v.c) = I Fi(Vrec)DijGijAj ( Vexc )
i,j
Ii(Vexcq Vrec) = 2.5I(Vexc, "rec) O5Ii(Vexc, vrec) (31)
III. SIMULATIONS
To prove the working power of our model, numerous
model simulations have been performed with different
initial conditions and parameters of the model. Apart
from the Green function method, master Eq. 1 is also
solved by the method ofMonte Carlo (see Appendix D).
Discrepancy of results ofdifferent routines is not exceed-
ing 5%. This is less than the uncertainties of experimen-
tal results ( 18, 19) that we are going to analyze in the
next part. It should be noted that the 5% difference is
determined by a number of Monte Carlo iterations and
is not the measure of the model preciseness.
Parameters
Happily enough, most of model parameters can be fixed
thanks to the availability ofindependent and reliable ex-
perimental data.
FWHM of the absorption spectrum of R. rubrum
membrane preparations at room temperatures, at 77 K,
and at 4 K is ~40, 30, and 20 nm with the peaks at 880,
895, and 900 nm, respectively (20, 47, 48). From Eq. 12
we get S = 10 nm for high temperature limit. This is
about halfas large as estimated from the difference ofthe
maxima of the absorption and the fluorescence spec-
trum. As shown in reference 39, the fluorescence spec-
trum of chromatophores may be shifted more to the red
due to energy transfer. Integrated over the whole band
fluorescence decay times of isolated LHC in buffer solu-
tion,
-l = 920 T 40 ps at 4 K, 680 T 30 ps at 77 K, and
635 T 15psat300K(19).
The RCs from R. rubrum and Rb. sphaeroides are
known to have very similar properties, but the latter ones
have been studied more extensively. We assume that the
electron transfer and the electron-phonon interaction pa-
rameters obtained for Rb. sphaeroides are correct also
884 Biophysical Journal Volume 63 October
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for R. rubrum RCs: AERC = 0.16 eV at 300 K and 0.05
eV below lO0 K (49); TQ =200 ps at 300 K and l00 ps
below 100 K (50); TRC = 1.2 ps at 4 K, 1.5 ps at 77 K,
and 2.8 ps at 300 K for RCs in the photoactive (open)
state (51). In R. rubrum, the most long-wavelength ab-
sorption band of RC complexes peaks at 870, 885, and
900 nm, respectively, at room temperature, at 125 K and
at 4 K, the corresponding FWHM being 70, 45, and 35
nm (52-55). Equation 12 gives for high-temperature
case S = 50 nm, which is in a good agreement with the
experimental Stokes shift between the RC absorption
and fluorescence maxima (56). Extrapolating the re-
ported data to 77 K, we have taken theFWHM - 38 nm
and the absorption band maximum at 890 nm.
In reference 39, to suit the experimental data at low
temperatures, the RC absorption band maximum had to
be too much red-shifted (to -905 nm at 77 K) in com-
parison with the known literature data. Even then the
nonrandom antenna organization able to funnel the en-
ergy toward RC had to be assumed. In reference 39, for
simplicity the same bandshapes were taken for both of
the antenna sites and the RC primary donor P870. It
leads, as we have shown before, to underestimation of
RC HSS by a factor of about five (instead of 50 nm, 10
nm). Also, because of the much wider homogeneous
spectra that RC has compared with the antenna, the
function 0ij(vij, T) is also wider for the transition an-
tenna RC compared with the transition antenna +-+
antenna, and even if there is an energetically uphill
transfer to RC, the transfer efficiency is still quite high. It
is illustrated by Fig. 3, where the dependence of Oii on v
and T is given for both antenna * RC and antenna
antenna transfers.
Direct calculations evidence that the broad homoge-
neous spectrum of P870 has a fundamental significance.
It makes the energy transfer from the antenna to the RC
sufficiently efficient also in the case of a core antenna
with reasonable spectral disorder.
Calculations for Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.) viridis
with parameters obtained from fitting the R. rubrum ex-
perimental curves (see below) agree quite well with the
value revealed by electric measurements (57).
The homogeneous spectral characteristics at low tem-
perature limit were estimated from hole-burning experi-
ments, though for RC quite contradictory results have
been presented (for review see reference 58). The recent
data (55) give for Rb. sphaeroides RCs r = s cm-',
HR = 2, 2.5 , 400 cm-l,andA\C and
they have been put into the model.
For bacterial antenna, very few data are available
(26). Assuming that electron-phonon coupling parame-
ters are nearly the same in case of antenna bacteriochlo-
rophyll-proteins and chlorophyll-proteins, the results
obtained in PS-I particles (27) and in greening leaves
(30) are taken into account in our calculations. The zero
phonon line F is taken equal to 5 cm-' (the exact value
of this parameter has far less influence on excitation
;-r
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FIGURE 3 Dependence of the transfer rate on the energy difference vij
and temperature, relative to the rate at 300 K if vij = 0. Two surfaces
give the transfer between two antenna LHCs and between LHC and P.
transfer rates than HR and ,udo), HR 0.8 and
FWHM of phonon wing 2.5 , 100 cm-'.
In the following, if not stated otherwise, these parame-
ters are used.
So, the only adjustable parameters of the model,
which one has to estimate from comparison with the
experiment in case of the specific PSU structure (see be-
low), are the pairwise hopping times Thp, .R' and
FWHM of antenna IDF.
Structure
As a rule, pigments in photosynthetic pigment-protein
complexes are strongly aggregated (1). Transition dipole
moment of the aggregate consisting ofN identical mole-
cules is equal to VN/d, where is the transition dipole
moment of a single molecule (59). This dependence on
N becomes saturated when the aggregate size becomes
comparable with the wavelength of the light associated
with the optical transition. Nddependence is the result
of a coherent interaction of all the molecules in the ag-
gregate with the radiation field. Inhomogeneous distri-
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bution ofthe transition frequencies ofthe constituents of
the aggregate does not affect intermolecular coherence
until the interaction between molecules inside of the ag-
gregate is much larger than the width of IDF. High tem-
perature destroys coherence between different molecules
and the effective number of coherently coupled mole-
cules Neff -- as the dephasing rate becomes sufficiently
large (60).
jNf-dependence, like the increase in Qy dipole strength
at the expense ofthe Soret band (hyperchromism) (61),
leads to a more efficient energy transfer to RC (62). En-
ergy transfer kinetics is dependent also on the mutual
positions of LHCs as well as LHCs and RC. Unfortu-
nately, the exact composition of membrane-embedded
PSUs is not yet well determined. The experimental data
available are not all convergent.
Gingras and Picorel (63) studied B880 of R. rubrum
by radiation inactivation and electron paramagnetic reso-
nance, concluding that B880 consists of hexameric ag-
gregates of protein a,#-polypeptide pairs binding Bchls,
which force the 12 Bchl molecules to form closed assem-
blies. In the PSU of R. rubrum, there are :24 Bchl an-
tenna molecules per RC (64). It means that there must
be no more than two to three LHCs per RC. On the
contrary, in references 65-67, relying on electron micro-
scope data, the hexagonal structure ofPSU has been pro-
posed for both R. rubrum and Rps. viridis. Besides, it was
found lately that the R. rubrum B880 LHCs could be
reversibly dissociated into the so-called B820 subunit
form (68). The most probable composition ofthis com-
plex has been reported to be afl(Bchl a)2. A study of
reassociation of these subunits (69) strongly suggests the
reaction scheme 2 B820 -- B880 and a basic unit of
B880 that consists of four Bchl a molecules as proposed
in reference 1.
We will assume here a core antenna model with six
antenna LHCs per RC, each containing four Bchl a mole-
cules. Molecules in this aggregate are so strongly coupled
that the excited states are delocalized over all substituent
molecules, forming a kind ofsupermolecule. This super-
molecule is characterized with a single near infrared di-
pole-allowed electronic transition. We also assume that
energy transfer between different aggregates is describ-
able by the Forster mechanism. N-dependence is in-
cluded indirectly through Thp, which is one ofthe model
parameters determined from comparison with the ex-
periment.
To better understand the relationship between the
structure and excitation migration and trapping kinetics,
calculations with three different PSU geometries have
been performed (see Fig. 4). The structureA in Fig. 4 is a
square lattice, and B and C represent two differently
packed hexagonal lattices.
As we saw above (Eq. 24), the fluorescence kinetics
can be represented as a sum of exponentials. By fixing
the exciting wavelength, Eq. 24 can be written in a more
generalized way:
A
B ***** *
c*lb ** *
** * -*
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FIGURE 4 The model lattices in case there are six LHCs in a PSU. The
bold asterisks are RCs. Two circled LHCs in the central PSU ofthe case
A have no RCs among the nearest neighbors.
I(,V, t) = fp(v, r) exp(-t/r) dT,r)= PPm (32)
where p(v,, T) is the distribution of amplitudes of fluo-
rescence decay constants at the emission frequency ve.
In Fig. 5, the p(r) (a homogeneous antenna was as-
sumed where there is no dependence of p on v,) for
three different antenna structures shown in Fig. 4 are
given. Here and in the following, if not stated otherwise,
room temperature, open RCs, X2 = 2/3, Thp = 60 ps, and
Ir = 70 ps have been used. RC absorption maximum
within a Gaussian RC IDF(FWHM = 100 cm-') is cho-
sen by a random number generator. For convergent re-
sults, .600 different spectral configurations are used.
Master Eq. 1 is solved for each configuration, and the
corresponding p( r) are added up.
As one can see, in all three cases we have broad decay
time distributions below 100 ps due to the antenna
quenching by open RCs and a narrow one of relatively
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FIGURE 5 Distributions ofamplitudes offluorescence decay constants
T at room temperature for the three different model lattices shown in
Fig. 4.
low integral intensity above 200 ps, which is due to the
recombination of P+I-. One third of the sites in the
square lattice (surrounded by circles in central PSU in
Fig. 4 A) are farther away from the RC than the nearest
neighbors, which makes the quenching notably less effi-
cient. Two hexagonal structures have almost the same
kinetics but, as the structure B is more tightly packed (in
B each antenna site has six nearest neighbors instead of
the five in C), the quenching is somewhat more effi-
cient. In the following the PSU structure C has been
used.
In reality, the antenna array is not probably so well
organized. The influence of structural distortions (look
member zb in Eq. 10) was analyzed in references 40 and
70). We refer the reader to these sources, noting here
only that lattice fluctuations may have a very strong in-
fluence on decay times.
Orientation
To investigate the anisotropic effects of energy transfer,
each site was attributed a specific Qy transition dipole
moment orientation, and x 2 in the Wij Eq. 9 was calcu-
lated according to Eq. 3.
Transition dipole moment ofRC special pair is known
to be in the membrane plain (71 ). In Rps. viridis, the
antenna transition dipole moments are randomly ori-
ented in the membrane plain (72). To the best of our
knowledge, there are no data ofthis kind available about
the orientation of antenna dipoles in R. rubrum; thus,
three different cases have been simulated in the case of
model PSU structure C considered in the last paragraph:
antenna dipoles are (I) random in space, (II) random at
membrane plain, or (III) oriented in the same direction
as the RC transition dipole moment (because of the cy-
clic boundary conditions, it means that all transition di-
poles of the whole array are parallel and in the mem-
brane plain).
Fig. 6 gives p(-r) for these three cases. To see the pure
action of the orientational disorder, the spectra of both
LHC and RC are considered only homogeneously broad-
ened. 1,000 different sets of PSU orientations have been
generated in each case.
Again, there is a peak of recombination luminescence
around 200 ps and the bands corresponding to the an-
tenna quenching by open RCs. Case III represents a fully
ordered PSU, and there are only sharp peaks around 40
and 200 ps. The orientational disorder broadens the
distributions and makes quenching less efficient, most
remarkably in case I. Actually, the integrals f p(Tr) dr
should be equal (note the logarithmic r scale). It means
that curves II and particularly I are overamplified in com-
parison with I. Therefore, also the short components,
which denote migration in the antenna, become observ-
able. These components are very weak in case ofa homo-
geneous antenna, because almost every decay compo-
nent of a site is compensated by the rising component of
another site.
Nanosecond component
When the RCs are in the PIQ- state and the electron
transfer from Ito QA after a radical pair P I - formation
is blocked, in addition to the main 60-80 ps lifetime
fluorescence, a low-amplitude emission component that
decays within several nanoseconds has been observed
both at room temperature and 77 K ( 10). The latter is
considered to represent a recombination luminescence
according to the following scheme: P'I-Q-
P*IQA PIQ- + photon. In case of PS II particles, an
alternative interpretation for the origin of the increased
fluorescence yields (variable fluorescence) and the ap-
pearance of nanosecond lifetime on reduction of QA is
proposed (73). The negative charge of the quinone ac-
ceptor decreases the rate constant of the charge separa-
tion TRC and, according to reference 73, this is the only
reason of the variable fluorescence. Our simulations
have convinced us that in case of purple bacteria the
decrease ofTRC could hardly cause the whole experimen-
tally observable nanosecond decay component (10),
and the possible recombination should be considered.
Ii '' |l
J
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FIGURE 6 Distributions ofamplitudes of fluorescence decay constants
for three different transition dipole moment orientation distributions
in case ofmodel lattice C from Fig. 4. I, random in space; II, random in
membrane plane; III, parallel to the RC special pair P transition dipole
moment orientation.
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simultaneously as in the experiment, the fast component
almost smooths down. The recombination lumines-
cence is presumably too weak to be observed at limited
signal-to-noise ratio of the experiment.
At 77 K, the fast component is much more evident
and cannot be ignored experimentally. In general, when
the IDF broadens, the lifetime amplitude distribution
widens as well. However, there is no systematic change
of the shape of the amplitude spectrum. We only note
that the long decay times ( 100-200 ps) seen at 930 nm in
case ofthe broadest IDF are due to localization ofexcita-
tion at the antenna sites of the lowest energies. Energy
transfer from those sites to RC slows down at 77 K. The
very weak recombination luminescence at such low tem-
perature is cancelled to see more clearly the effect of
excitation localization due to antenna IDF. One can see
that the energetically random antenna enables suffi-
ciently efficient harvesting of light excitations also in
case of relatively large spectral inhomogeneity of site
transition energies.
FIGURE 7 Distributions ofamplitudes offluorescence decay constants
for three different FWHM of antenna IDF at three recording wave-
lengths. Temperature is 300 K. Excitation into blue edge ofabsorption
band.
Antenna IDF
The antenna site transition energies within IDF are given
by a Gaussian random number generator. 1,000 differ-
ent randomly generated PSUs were calculated, and the
results added up. Because of the cyclic boundary condi-
tions used, in every single calculation out of 1,000 we
have a membrane with endlessly repeated identical
PSUs. In reality, IDF characterizes the whole membrane
and PSUs are different. Check-up calculations assured
us that the mistake given by this approximation is insig-
nificant.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the X distributions at 77 and 300 K
in case of photoactive RCs at different recording wave-
lengths (at the band maximum, on the high- and low-en-
ergy slope) and antenna IDF widths: A0 = 10, 20, and 26
nm. Excitation takes place with a weak picosecond light
pulse at the blue edge of the absorption band.
At 300 K at all wavelengths, the 200-ps recombination
component and 60-ps trapping component can be well
recognized. Additionally, the fast 10- to 20-ps compo-
nent appears as a decay in the blue and as a rise compo-
nent with negative amplitude in the central and the red
part ofthe fluorescence band. This time reflects hopping
between spectrally different antenna sites. This fast com-
ponent as well as the recombination luminescence com-
ponent have not been revealed experimentally at room
temperature where a single-exponential decay was ob-
served (10). In the former case, the reason is that ideal
exciting conditions are used here. If nearly all antenna
sites (not only the most blue-absorbing ones) are excited
IV. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENT
Fluorescence kinetics
R. rubrum was chosen as a model system for comparison
of the theory and experiment.
According to references 18 and 19, the R. rubrum fluo-
rescence kinetics at low temperatures depend on obser-
vation wavelength in case of both closed and open RCs.
Fitting the experimental results with the theoretical fluo-
rescence kinetics obtained by using the excitation condi-
FWHM of IDF
10 25 50 100 200
Tau (ps)
FIGURE 8 The same as Fig. 7 except at 77 K.
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FIGURE 9 Comparison of theoretical kinetics ( ) with the experi-
ment ( ... ) at 77 K. RCs in the closed (P photooxidized) state. Excita-
tion at 800 nm excites RC and antenna with equal probabilities. All
antenna LHCs are initially equally excited. A0 = 20 nm, Thp = 60 ps,
Thp = 330 ps.
tions similar to the experimental ones allows one to esti-
mate the values of adjustable parameters ofthe model-
Thp, T RC , and AO.Thp
We have found that the initial fast decay most dis-
tinctly observed at low temperatures at the blue edge of
the fluorescence band is mainly the function of Thp. Fix-
ing Thp in that way, TRC is estimated from the longer
decay time at the red edge of the spectrum. Then A0 is
estimated from the amplitude spectrum of different de-
cay components. After that, the next iteration is made
starting again with Thp, etc.
Figs. 9 and 10 represent 77 K experimental fluores-
cence decay curves together with the model ones that are
convoluted with the experimental instrument response
function in case of closed and open RCs, respectively.
The following parameters were used: A0 = 20 nm, Trhp =
60 ps, T RC = 70 ps in the case of open RC. The value of
TRC was changed to 330 ps for closed RCs, and recombi-
nation luminescence was assumed to be negligible.
With the same set of parameters that have been opti-
mized at 77 K (except _r Rc in case of closed RCs), the
room temperature kinetics were satisfactorily repro-
duced as well (Fig. 11 ). In case ofclosed RCs, T RC = 170
ps instead of 330 ps at 77 K has been used.
At 4 K, the fixed value of A0 estimated above has been
used, Thp and R c being adjustable parameters. By vary-
ing these and also some other parameters in reasonable
RC-FIGURE 10 The same as Fig. 9 except RCs in the open state. Thp =
70 ps.
limits, no satisfactory results were obtained. Fig. 12 gives
the experimental and model curves when Thp = 50 ps and
IRC = 100 ps at 4 K.
Thp4
By dividing Thp by the number of the nearest neigh-
bors, one can estimate the average time the excitation
stays at the antenna site between two jumps. This resi-
dence time in the antenna site is 12 ps. We stress that it
is the mean residence time. In each case, the time is de-
pendent on the spectral properties of the neighboring
antenna sites and may differ from that value consider-
ably.
200 400
Time (ps)
FIGURE I I The same as Figs. 9 and 10, except at 300 K. rRC = 170 ps
in case of closed RCs.
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also lower. In case of open RCs, p is always larger than
for closed RCs due to the shorter fluorescence lifetime
and, consequently, less efficient depolarization. The
slight increase ofp with the decreasing ofexcitation wave-
length in case of open RCs at 77 K is caused by RC
absorption. As the absorption and fluorescence spectra
ofRCs and LHC are shifted with respect to each other at
the blue edge of the absorption spectrum, RCs absorb
relatively stronger, and yet at the recording wavelength
930 nm they have also a remarkable fluorescence inten-
sity (see Fig. 2). The emission of directly excited RCs is
highly polarized and, therefore, p increases at excitation
wavelengths below 875 nm. This effect is absent in case
of closed RCs because closed RCs do not emit.
FIGURE 12 The same as Fig. 9, except at 4 K. Thp = 50 ps, T'c =
o00 ps.
In our model, we do not take into account the possible
change of the transition frequency of the molecule
within IDF after being excited (the mechanism of non-
photochemical hole burning). As the excitation lies pref-
erably on the red part of IDF, this change reduces the
number of red molecules, and thus Thp and the value 12
ps may be slightly overestimated.
The distance between two antenna sites estimated in
references 66 and 67 for Rps. viridis are 40 and 32 A,
respectively. Taking To = 18 ns and Thp from our estima-
tion, it is possible to make an assessment of Ro for an-
tenna aggregates. From Eq. 2 we get Ro 105 A or 85 A
for rij = 40 A or 32 A, respectively. Nevertheless, the true
T0 in in vivo aggregates is unknown and may consider-
ably differ from To of Bchl a in solutions, for example,
due to possible superradiance effects of the aggre-
gates (59).
Fluorescence polarization
In reference 20, the enhancement of fluorescence polar-
ization p,
(33)
with the increase of the excitation wavelength was dis-
closed at 4 K in R. rubrum.
With the assumption ofrandom transition dipole mo-
ment orientation of sites, p( Vexc) was calculated at 4, 77,
and 300 K by using the parameters derived in the pre-
vious section (Fig. 13). Recording wavelengths at differ-
ent temperatures are denoted by arrows. As one can see,
qualitatively the low-temperature experimentally ob-
served effect is well reproduced (see also reference 40),
but the calculations show a considerable enhancement
of fluorescence polarization even at room temperature.
In reference 20, only a slight rise of the polarization
curve has been observed, the numerical value ofp being
V. DISCUSSION
Despite the qualitative agreement between experiment
and theory, the failure of the model to fit quantitatively
the experimental curves at the low temperature limit
provoked us to find out possible oversimplifications in
the model and to look for alternative interpretations.
First, unfortunately, very little is known about the real
buildup of PSU even in case of simplest photosynthetic
systems, like the one analyzed here.
How important it is to know the true number ofLHC
per RC in PSU and the PSU structure can be illustrated
by comparing the results ofthis work with the data ofour
previous model simulations (39-40), where the PSU
consisting of 19 LHC per RC in square lattice has been
considered. In both cases, nearly the same stoichiometric
ratio of protein-bound light-harvesting antenna Bchl a
molecules per RC was assumed. Not only are the pair-
wise exciton hopping rate and other parameters consider-
ably altered [ for example, Th 50-60 ps (this work) and
20-30 ps (39-40)], but also the trajectory of exciton
hopping in PSU, the nature of exciton trapping in RC,
and even the character of inhomogeneity change essen-
0
0.4
aS
--4 K
--- 77 K, RCs open
77 K RCs closed
.------- 300 K PCs open
300 K, RCs closed
Excitation wavelength (nm)
FIGURE 13 The dependence ofthe degree of fluorescence polarization
on excitation wavelength at different temperatures and RC states. Re-
cording wavelengths at different temperatures are denoted by arrows.
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tially (see also reference 7). There is a natural limit for
the number of LHC per RC when all antenna Bchls in
PSU are gathered into a single LHC. Even in this seem-
ingly simple case, there is no straightforward procedure
(without computer simulations) to decide whether to
keep or discard this model. Qualitatively, when the inner
structure of a LHC is still being ignored, the spectral
inhomogeneity in such a single-LHC PSU can be imag-
ined as LHCs (and RCs) belonging to different PSUs
that have different spectra. Then the hopping time corre-
sponds to the exciton hopping between LHC in the neigh-
boring PSUs and the trapping time preserves its previous
meaning. If the inner structure of LHC is taken into ac-
count and if the antenna Bchls within an aggregate are
only loosely bound, we almost reproduce the situation
treated in references 39-40 (there energy transfer be-
tween Bchl dimers has been considered). When, how-
ever, Bchls within LHC interact strongly revealing com-
plicated homogeneous spectrum, only a concrete analy-
sis has sense.
In our previous work (39), the spectral inhomogene-
ity was chosen to form an energy funnel toward RC; in
this work we have no need to use that kind of energy
sink. In both cases the models work reasonably well, espe-
cially near photosynthetic temperatures. It is impossible
to select the true one by relying only on spectral and
kinetic measurements. A more thorough understanding
of the fundamental processes of light harvesting and use
can be reached by studying energy transfer in the systems
for which more detailed structural information is avail-
able (74).
Another serious shortcoming, also connected to the
shortage of structural information, is the total ignoring
of the inner structure of LHC. Actually, four strongly
coupled Bchl a molecules in LHC may generate four
exciton states with different energies, like in case of Bchl
a protein from green bacterium (25). It means that ho-
mogeneous spectra used are not appropriate for quanti-
tative analysis.
The inner structure gives also the possibility to inter-
pret the fast lifetime component as the relaxation from
the higher energy states to the lower ones. In reference
75, this possibility is discussed in the case of phycobili-
proteins for the decay times of several tens of pico-
seconds.
Exciton motion immediately after short-pulse excita-
tion may be quite coherent at low temperatures (76). To
take this coherence into account, the generalized master
equation (77) must be used instead of Eq. 1 at 4 K.
In references 20 and 78, the existence of two antenna
spectral forms, a major and a minor, in R. rubrum has
been proposed. Recent model calculations (79) show
that the minor component does not lead to better trap-
ping probability, as it was suggested. This is also incon-
sistent with the experimental data (19), demonstrating
the necessity of at least three components to interpret
fluorescence decays at 4 K. It should be noted that the
three best-fit time constants found in reference 19 vary
systematically with the detection wavelength, in contrast
to what is expected if the actual process responsible for
the spectral evolution were the interconversion of only
two (three) emitting spectral forms. We believe that in-
terpretation in terms of spectral inhomogeneity given by
us is more physical and experimentally as well as theoreti-
cally well supported. In reference 17, the experiment was
also interpreted in terms of the existence of only two
different types of B800-850 LHC in Rb. sphaeroides,
which have different spectral and kinetic properties. We
think that in reality there is a continuous distribution of
B800-850 LHCs with different coupling to B880 com-
plexes.
As we have seen from simulations, in case ofcomplex
biological systems the existence ofonly a few well-separa-
ble fluorescence decay components is unlikely. More or
less broad lifetime distributions ordinarily emerge. Rela-
tively good fits of experimental kinetics obtained by us-
ing as few as two to three decay components are due to
low experimental accuracy and fundamental fallacy in
fitting the decay curves (80). As a rule, the physical in-
terpretation of results is not trivial, and comparison with
model calculations is necessary.
In most cases the excitation energy in large organic
molecules is very rapidly ( <1 ps) redistributed over the
vibrational manifold of the whole molecule. This non-
equilibrium distribution of the vibrational energy (tran-
sient internal temperature ofthe excited molecule) dissi-
pates via interaction with the surrounding solvent mole-
cules. There are many indications that in case of large
molecules the intramolecular energy redistribution is
faster than the rate at which the excess vibrational energy
in the solute molecule is dissipated into the solvent ther-
mostat (inc. protein moiety) (81). Time constants
around 10-25 ps were observed for dye molecules and
for polycyclic aromatic molecules (82). Transient spec-
tra ofheme proteins (carbonmonoxy hemoglobin) have
been interpreted in terms of vibrationally hot heme that
cools down substantially in 10 ps (83). This result is
consistent with molecular dynamic calculations (84)
and suggests that the effect of molecular heating should
be very seriously considered when interpreting transient
spectral changes of chromatophores in picosecond time
domain. Moreover, in reference 85 it is shown that vi-
brationally hot porphyrins cool down by 10 ps.
In our experiments, typically a 800-nm excitation was
used ( 18, 19). The energy that is heating a Bchl a mole-
cule in the excited electronic state before dissipating to
the surrounding is 1,200-1,300 cm-'. Classically, the
thermal energy E of a system ofN atoms is expressed as
E = 3NkT, which gives a temperature rise of -5 K. It is
almost unnoticeable at room temperature. The vibra-
tional frequencies ofBchl a are not exactly known in the
excited electronic state, but it is reasonable to assume
that the room temperature does not represent the classi-
cal limit for high-frequency modes. So, the actual temper-
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ature rise may be somewhat higher. At low temperature
the heat capacity decreases rapidly toward zero tempera-
ture, and the temperature rise may several times exceed
that at room temperature. On the other hand, in the
model of LHC, where four Bchl a molecules are in a
close energetic contact and they form a big quasimole-
cule, the expected temperature rise is four times less.
Relying on the data at hand, it is impossible to exclude
completely a possibility that at low temperatures the re-
cording-wavelength-dependent fluorescence kinetics in
10-30 ps time domain ( 18, 19) reflects partially the tem-
perature equilibration process between the excited pig-
ment and the cold protein moiety. Three phenomena
may contribute to this time-dependent effect: hot lumi-
nescence (86), fluorescence band narrowing, and its red
shift on cooling the pigment molecules. It should be
noted that if most of the excitations from LHCs will be
transferred to RCs already in the course of vibrational
relaxation in LHC pigments, the transfer originates from
a nonequilibrium or "hot" vibrational state of the do-
nor. A classical Forster transfer takes place from the do-
nor that is in thermal equilibrium with the surrounding
thermostat (43). It should be noted also that the hot
electronic energy transfer (87) gives the degree of polar-
ization qualitatively similar to reference 20.
The possible interpretation ofthe experimental results
(18, 19) as a consequence of a microscopic solvation
dynamics of polar solution (88) is not feasible, because
the protein dynamics freeze almost out already at 160 K
(22). The local heating considerations do not work here
either, because the system is restricted not by the pig-
ment molecule anymore but by the whole surrounding
protein (see the discussion in reference 89).
Returning to our initial interpretation of picosecond
fluorescence kinetics, let us try to answer the question,
what limits the exciton lifetime in PSU: excitation mi-
gration or trapping? According to the algorithm pro-
posed in reference 5, we can distinguish these two cases
by dividing the zero moment of fluorescence kinetics
f I(t) dt into a sum of two constants: the first passage
time rFp and the trapping time TT. rFp is the average time
the antenna excitation takes to reach RC special pair P.
TT is the average time for trapping the excitation that
starts from P. TT * TRC because of a nonabsolute trap,
and the excitation mayjump several times from P to the
antenna and back. If TFp TT, then the process is migra-
tion limited; in the opposite case it is trapping limited.
When the model parameters found for the case ofactive
photosynthesis (300 K, RCs open) are used, we get
TFp= 2.3TT. It means that the actual case, according to
our model, is somewhere between migration limited and
trapping limited.
There seems to be a contradiction between the rela-
tively long hopping time we have in our model and the
high annihilation efficiency of excitations in bacteria
(for a review see reference 90), which deserves more thor-
ough analysis and will be discussed in more detail else-
where. We only note that the decrease of the number of
connected antenna molecules, between which the energy
transfer is possible at lower temperatures revealed in the
annihilation experiment (91 ), is in line with our model
and is probably caused by the localization of excitations
to the most red molecules within IDF. It should also be
noted that the definition ofthe hopping time depends on
the structure of the basic unit between which the hop-
ping takes place. If one compares the hopping time esti-
mated here to the ones obtained from annihilation stud-
ies, one has to use the same structural assumptions in
both cases.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The kinetic model of primary energy transfer and trap-
ping in photosynthetic membranes has been developed.
A comparison with picosecond time-and-frequency-re-
solved fluorescence data in a wide temperature range of
4-300 K has proved its reliability at high temperatures.
At low temperatures the model fails to reproduce the
experimental data accurately enough. The reasons could
be the lack ofknowledge about the real structure ofPSU,
inaccurate parameters used, or neglecting the local heat-
ing and cooling effects in the model. To catch the latter
effects, very accurate measurements on LHCs by using
different excitation wavelengths together with model cal-
culations based on reliable structural data about LHCs
are needed.
APPENDIX A
According to reference 39, R6( vU, To) for homogeneously broadened
spectra at relatively high temperature, when their shapes are well Gauss-
ian, can be taken in the following form:
R3(ij, To) = 2g/r(To) [p 4,(To)]S (Al)
where C is a constant and other parameters are as explained in the text.
The properties of the convolution of two Gaussians are used here. In-
homogeneously broadened experimentally observable spectra are the
convolutions of the IDF p(v) and homogeneous spectra (44). Assum-
ing IDF to be Gaussian, instead of cah(T) we have Vah(T)2 + a'idf,
which through experimentally determined spectral overlap gives
ROE = exp ( )2 (A2)
2VVah(TO)2+ 2. 14(h(T 2+ 0.2)
Eqs. Al and A2 lead to Eq. 7.
When RO isdetermined by measuring ofthe fluorescence depolariza-
tion rate, then the quantity actually measured is:
ROE = p(vj)p(vj)R8(vij, To) dvi dvj. (A3)
-Aao
After necessary integrations, one again has Eq. A2.
APPENDIX B
The convolution oftwo Lorentzians is also a Lorentzian with an added-
up FWHM r = ri + rj. For phonon wings we get
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I 2JQ(3 Qi(Vid) Hij m3 (exp(mijvj) - exp(mijvi))
+ m(exp(mijvj) + exp(mijvi))J (B)
ex
/livj - Ajvzli
Hij Avivj (B2)
m = j - Ai (B3)
IfMu uj , then we get
Qi 0 Qj(ij) I exp (B4)
APPENDIX C
Suppose that the angle between the polarization vector of the exciting
light e and the transition dipole moment of the site j is t , then the
emission intensity from the site j polarized parallel to i is EI =
cos2 (j. For simplicity, the units of dipole moment strength are used
here. To get Ej-L, we have to average over all possible emission direc-
tions perpendicular to e: Ej' = I/2 sin2 j= /2(1 -Es).
According to Eq. 23, we can write
I:4= z dd!.Gji, (C1)
IJ4 = djLGji, (C2)
where
A4, = Ej'Ai> (C3)
&J = KEj'Aj> = '/2[(Aj>- (E'Aj>]. (C4)
The brackets > denote here the average over all possible PSU orien-
tations; the mutual dipole moment orientations inside PSU are un-
changed.
After completing all necessary integrations, we get KAj> = 1/3 and
d! = I/ 15(1 + 2 COS2 aij), where a,b is the angle between the transition
dipole moments of the sites i and j. As the orientation-dependent part
of d! and d,l is determined with the precision of a constant multiplier,
we finally get
di =1+2cos2 ai (CS)
djL = 2.5-0.5 d! (C6)
APPENDIX D
Consider the excitation being at the site i. w, = WN Ve is the total rate of
the excitation leaving from that site. N is the number of different leav-
ing channels (losses, trapping by RC, transfer to other sites). The mo-
ment tv, when excitation leaves that site, is determined by
J exp(-wit) dt = x, (Dl)
where x is a random number between 0 and 1 / wi. From Eq. Dl we get
to = --ln (l - wix). (D2)
To find the leaving channel j, we divide the segment [0, wi] into N
subsegments with the lengths Wij. By generating a random number
between 0 and wi and finding the subsegment hit by that number, the
decay channel is found.
If excitation is transferred to another site, the procedure is repeated.
If excitation leaves the system, new excitation is generated randomly,
taking into account the absorbance of each site and the procedure is
started all over again.
We are indebted to Drs. V. I. Godik, I. Tehver, V. A. Shuvalov, K.
Timpmann, G. Trinkiunas, and L. Valkunas for many useful discus-
sions and critical remarks.
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